Surroundings of Mt. Fuji & Lake Kawaguchi, Owakudani & 1 Bunch
of Shine Muscat Grapes/From Shinjuku

1 Day
Departure Place: Shinjuku(Tokyo Metropolitan Underground Car Park)
Tour Code: KA110

Highlights
① Premium white grape "Shine Muscat"…Sugar content is 18 - 20 degrees. It has crisp texture but
juicy with full aroma of muscat, and its peel is thin so that you can eat as a whole. Enjoy seedless,
crispy and juicy muscats with refined sweetness and elegant aroma. Pick a bunch of grapes and take
another bunch back with you.
② In Hakone, one of Japan's premier sightseeing spots, visit Owakudani, where you can witness the
volcanic activity around the area.
③ Visit "Fuji Oishi Hanaterrace". There is a spot where you can overlook the dynamic Mt. Fuji, one of
the Fuji Five Lakes Lake Kawaguchi, and the forest on the lake shore. Also, enjoy sweets and
shopping for souvenirs at the fashionable cafe while your free time for watching the seasonal flowers
in bloom.
[Additional information]
What's included:
Transportation, accommodation, meal(s), admission fee(s) specified in the itinerary and taxes. *None
of these expenses will be refunded even if the participant does not use them.
What's not included:
Any expenses not specified in the itinerary (e.g. personal expenses, optional tours.)
What's included in "Infant Price" (3-5 years old):
bus seat, 1 bunch of Shine Muscat grapes to eat at the farm.
*There is no grapes to take home for infant participants.
[Attention]
*Fruit ripening is greatly affected by weather conditions. The tour could visit when the fruits are not
ripe. In that case, you might take pre-picked 1 bunch of grapes back with you instead of the picking
activity.
*The fruit picking activity will take place even in case of light rain. Depending on the fruit farm, using
an umbrella may not be allowed, so it is strongly recommended to have a raincoat.
*It might take about 15 mins walk from the bus parking lot to the grape farm.
*Lunch is not included. Please prepare lunch by yourself in advance or buy it at the service areas on
the highway.
*Due to the poor visibility or depending on the weather, you might not enjoy the views of Mt. Fuji and

Lake Kawaguchi fully.
*Peak flower viewing period could be before/after the tour day depending on the weather/climate.
*Wearing clothes and shoes that let you move easily and comfortably is strongly recommended.
*Depending on the road conditions on the day, the order of the itinerary may change.
*This tour is operated with a mixture of Japanese and foreign guests. However a staff member will
give you the basic information, such as meeting place and time at each stop in English or Chinese,
although they won’t give you detailed information on the places visited.
*The tour bus stops at several meeting points to pick up participants and comes to your meeting
point. The bus may be late due to the traffic or other circumstances, but the bus definitely comes to
your meeting point. Please make sure to wait for the bus at the designated meeting place.
*For the smooth operation of the group tour, we are responsible for allocating the seating for the
transportation (bus, trains etc.) used during the tour and at facilities where seats are designated.
*We will not be responsible for any delays, shortenings or omissions made to the itinerary due to
circumstances beyond our control (traffic, weather etc.)
*A decision on whether to cancel the tour will be decided by 3pm Japan Standard Time one day
before the tour date. We will inform you by e-mail.
*The tour end point may be different from the meeting point. Ask the tour conductor on the day.
*The amended Act on the Protection of Personal Information came into effect on 30 May 2017.
Customer information (name, age, gender etc.) may be forwarded to the hotels or necessary entities
for the purpose of making tour arrangements. This condition shall be deemed to have been
accepted by the customer upon completion of the reservation.

Itinerary
Day 1
Breakfast: 0 / Lunch: 0 / Dinner: 0 / Light meal: 0

Shinjuku (Meet 8:40)
Katsunuma (Pick 1 bunch of Shine Muscat grapes / approx. 30 mins)
Fuji Oishi Hanaterrace (Stroll, view seasonal flowers / approx. 50 mins)
Gotemba (Shopping / approx. 30 mins)
Owakudani (Stroll / approx. 40 mins)
Suzuhiro (Shopping / approx. 20 mins)
Shinjuku (Scheduled 17:50)

Detail

Departure place

Shinjuku(Tokyo Metropolitan Underground Car Park)

Destination

Yamanashi

Language

English
Chinese (Mandarin)

Language Support

A tour conductor or staff of your preferred language will accompany
the tour from the designated meeting place (at a designated airport
in case of a tour with airplanes) and provides the participant with
basic information necessary for the tour (such as meeting place and
time at each stop etc) in your preferred language. Information on
sightseeing in the areas of tour destinations will not be provided.
However, brochures in your preferred language will be provided.

Minimum number of
participants for operation

28 Person(s)
*When the participants does not reach the number above, the tour
will not be operated. If this is the case, those who have made a
reservation will be informed of the matter by 14 days prior to the
scheduled departure date (by 4 days prior to the departure in case
of a Day-tour).

Minimum number of
participants for booking

1 Person(s)

What's included

Tour fee includes the fees of a drive, language assistiong tour staff,
10-hour chartered vehicle, toll road, parking lot, ropeway fare, and
admission to sightseeing facilities.

What's included in infant
price

our contents are the same as adult.

Cancellation policy

Cancellation fees will be charged as following
From 10 to 8 days prior to the departure
date

: 20% of the fare

From 7 to 2 days prior to the departure
date

: 30% of the fare

From 1 to the departure date

: 40% of the fare

Before the departure time

: 50% of the fare

After the departure time

: 100% of the fare

